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President’s Message: Celebrating 40 Years of Photography
by David Aldana
March is here and you should have a big red circle
around Tuesday, March 17 on your calendar. This is
the deadline for submitting/registering images for
the two big events the Club is organizing to
celebrate its 40th Anniversary.
As you may know, the Club is producing a
photobook with the theme: “On the occasion of
the IACC’s 40th Anniversary, what does the Club
mean to me?” We are inviting all current members,
and some past ones, to contribute one image with
accompanying text for a photobook that will be
the legacy of this generation of Club members, as
we commemorate this important milestone.
Everybody will be able to get a printed copy of the
final product; the details regarding pricing and
ordering will be provided once we know how many
entries we have for the photobook.
We are also partnering with a local gallery to
organize a photo exhibition during the month of
May 2015. The opening night, May 2, will feature
special guests, wine and cheese and a special
slideshow, and it promises to be a very memorable
occasion. There is no set “theme” for the
exhibition; members will portray their image of

Cake …
Appetizers ….
Slideshow ….
Memories ….

choice and will be able to sell it to the public.
There are plans to expand on the idea of the
exhibition in the future.
The IACC Board pf Directors will be very busy
during March planning and preparing the April 9
social event, which will mark the ‘official’
celebration of the Club’s 40th anniversary (including
a cake). We will also have special guests and there
are a few surprises nobody wants to miss.
The Club is what it is today thanks to a very rich
history we should all be proud of. I am personally
very happy to be a member at this special juncture.
IACC gives us the opportunity to share our passion,
to make new friends, to develop our skills and
learn new ones, to inspire and be inspired, to
express our creativity, and to give back to our
community. No matter if you are a veteran
member or if you just joined the Club this season,
I invite you to join the festivities and celebrate
our Club’s many accomplishments during these
first 40 years.

PHOTOBOOK

To commemorate this important milestone we are preparing a
Member’s Photobook (to be completed in late May 2015).

On April 9, 2015 during
our regular Thursday night
Club meeting, we are
planning an evening to
celebrate our 40th
Anniversary.

The Member’s Choice Exhibit is from May 1 to May 30, 2015
at Jake’s Framing & Gallery (10441-123 Street, Edmonton, AB).
The Exhibit Opening is on Saturday, May 2, 2015 from
7:00 to 9:00 p.m. at the Gallery.
Deadline for submitting one (1) image for the Photobook and
registering one (1) image for the Exhibit is MIDNIGHT on
March 17, 2015.

EXHIBIT
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Events Calendar:

Something for Everyone

P l e a s e v i s i t t h e I A C C w e b s i t e f o r th e m o s t u p - t o - d a te i n f o r m a ti o n

March 2015








March 12 (Thursday 7:30 p.m.)
Guest Speaker: Curtis Comeau
Member Showcase: Clayton Reitzel
March 15 (Sunday 2:00 to 8:00 p.m.)
Outing: Refinery Row (Edmonton and Fort
Saskatchewan)
March 21 (Saturday TBD)
Outing: Salisbury Greenhouse, Sherwood Park
March 26 (Thursday 7:30 p.m.)
Competition Night: The Alberta Advantage

April 2015




April 9 (Thursday 7:30 p.m.)
Social Event: Celebrating Club’s 40th Anniversary
April 18 (Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.)
Outing: Orchid Fair, Enjoy Centre, St. Albert
April 23 (Thursday 7:00 p.m.) PLEASE NOTE TIME CHANGE!
IACC Annual Competition. President’s Challenge
Theme: Seduction

May 2015






May 1–30: IACC Member’s Choice Exhibit at Jake’s Framing
& Gallery
May 14 (Thursday 7:30 p.m.)
Guest Speaker: NAIT Scholarship Winner (2014–2015)
Member Showcase: Ronald Ross
Election: Election of 2015–2016 Board of Directors
May 16 (Saturday TBD)
Outing: Year-end Picnic and Scavenger Hunt
May 28 (Thursday 6:30 p.m.) PLEASE NOTE TIME CHANGE!
Year-End Potluck and Annual Competition Results

Volunteers Wanted
for 2015–2017
There will be a few positions
coming up in May 2015. If you are
interested in a two-year
commitment to the Board of
Directors, please contact
Steve Ricketts, current
Vice-President. He would be
pleased to discuss the
opportunities with you. A few
positions that will be vacant in
May 2015 are:






Membership Chair
(Standing Committee)
Newsletter Editor
(Standing Committee)
Treasurer (Executive)
Workshop Chair
(Standing Committee)
President (Executive).
Election Day!
Thursday,
May 14 meeting!

“Help one another; there's no
time like the present and
no present like the time.”
James Durst

“This is a volunteer organization. I would encourage you to volunteer in any way you can. We all lead busy
lives these days and I’ve heard all the excuses, but the success of this Club depends on the participation of
its members. New people, new ideas and different viewpoints are required to keep the organization
vital and alive. Join in and participate. You will be surprised by the rewards, both photographic and
non-photographic.” Derek Malin. “President’s Message.” Reprinted, with permission, from Imagery, April 2000 24(7).
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Historian Highlights

by Mufty Mathewson

Our Millennium begins with six months
remaining on our Y2K project, photographing
Edmonton’s people, places and events at the turn
of the century. To celebrate our 25th Anniversary,
we complete the project, and on October 3, 2000
we have a book launch in the City Room at
City Hall with 120 people attending and silver
balloons. We give a copy to EVERY school in the
city as well as to the Mayor, the City Archives and
the Provincial Archives. Edmonton Focus 2000
features 48 of our members. The project is so
well sponsored by Technicare and Government
grants that afterwards we donated $7,000 to the
Northern Alberta Brain Injury Society.
Our presidents during these years are:
Derek Malin, Carol Rusinek, Mufty Mathewson
and Jim Gaa. Editors for Imagery are
Carol Gaudet, Carol Rusinek, Cindy Hancock
and Robyn Short. The winners of competitions
are repeatedly Carol Rusinek, Derald Lobay
and Sheila Holzer, as well as new members,
Stan Fisher, Darwin Mulligan, Joan Shimizu,
Mark and Leslie Degner, Charlene Ball and
Ray Rasmussen. Some of our newer IACC
members begin to shine: Zbigniew Gortel,
Miriam Stanisavljevic, Wendy Davis,
Sieg Koslowski and Richard Wear.
Our rent at the John Janzen Nature Centre
almost doubles, so Carol Rusinek and
Sheila Holzer go on a city-wide hunt for a new
place to meet. They find Allendale School. The
annual dues go from $30 to $40 a year.
Workshops include Kodalith, Wedding, Spirals,
Darkroom and Black Light. Outings include a
fencing club, the Sikh temple, Maligne Canyon in
Jasper, a trip to Em-Te-Town and a treasure hunt.
Hilary Morin, at the forefront of the digital world,
designs our web page and we have a new
designer, Hallie Du Preez, making it as visible as
possible to search engines. This is new language
for so many of us hobby photographers. More
discussion happens about whether digital
photography is a fad or here to stay.

2000
2005
Daryl Benson speaks to us about a new concept,
digitally altering photos. We are impressed.
In February 2001, a new “Special” digital
competition is introduced to the Club. The new
rules say that, “the images must be computer
manipulated and consist of a ‘Before’ and ‘After’
print.” Even later in 2003, the digital competition
is still a hot subject. Derald Lobay writes, “I think
we all have to accept the idea that digital
photography is not going to be another fad.”
This is the first year that digital cameras outsell
film cameras.
Carol Rusinek inaugurates a Mentorship Program.
Sheila Holzer inaugurates the Northern Alberta
Institute of Technology (NAIT) Student
Scholarship Award. We win two awards from
the Photographic Society of America for our
newsletter, based on the criteria of most
“motivational or creative” and on the variety
and quality of the information.
In 2002, we inaugurate the first Honorary
Member and choose Daryl Benson as the
recipient for this award. We purchase a new
sound system and the web master joins the IACC
Executive. In 2003, we begin the practice that
all members will vote for the winners of the
competitions, a change that remains until today.
The five years end with the editor of Imagery
offering a choice to have the newsletter sent
using the Internet. Ten members sign up to
encourage conservation of energy and waste.
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Photographic Society of America (PSA) 2015 Conference
“One of the most enjoyable activities of PSA is the
week-long Annual Conference. The Annual
Conference is held in September or October in a
different location each year. During the Annual
Conference, registrants can participate in photo
tours, classes, workshops, and photo shoots. There is
an Opening Meeting of the Society, with award
presentations, an extensive Print Exhibition, a variety
of programs, featured speakers in the evenings,
social events, a vendor area with product
demonstrations, numerous photographic activities,
and a Banquet on the last evening. The
Conference is a great way to meet people,
have a personal encounter with someone whose
photography is known, and renew longtime
acquaintances.” © PSA website

EXAMPLES OF 2015 PROGRAM TOPICS

SOME 2015 WORKSHOP TOPICS




Macro Photography
Editing Video in Photoshop
Sunrise, Landscape and
Wildlife Workshop Tour



Concept to Execution—The Photographic Journey



New Zealand: An Eight Week Round Trip



Wildlife: Get it Right the First Time



In Pursuit of Wildlife, Favorite Spots in the US



Big Cats of Africa (and How to Shoot)



Wildlife Photography in the Mid-Atlantic States



Infrared Photography in the Digital Age



Polar Bears of Churchill



Photo Story





How to Make your First Photo Book and Enter Pictorial Print

2015 FEATURED SPEAKERS

Division Book Competitions










Using the Computer—3D Tips, Tricks and Techniques



My Journey from Nature to Culture



Photojournalism: Human Interest is Everywhere



Capturing Motion in Photojournalism

2015 PHOTO TOURS





Oxford Bend
Yellowstone Canyon
West Thumb and
Hayden Valley
Old Faithful/Midway
Geyser Basin
Mammoth Hot Springs

Rick Cloran
Mike Moats
Art Wolfe
Roman Kurywczak
Bryan Peterson
Tim Grey

PSA Conference registration begins April 1, 2015. Book your hotel soon
because rooms are filling up quickly.
Read Bill Stuart’s article, “Tours Aplenty for 2015 PSA Conference.” PSA Journal,
February 2015, pp. 30–33, 81(2). www.psa-photo.org (requires membership login)
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Yellowstone: Memories of a (Photo) Paradise
by Pawel Stroemich, Former IACC Member
Article adapted/reprinted, with permission, from Imagery, January 1996 20(6)

In 1995, I was in a paradise. I visited Yellowstone
National Park in the state of Wyoming, USA.
One may ask, "What is a photographic
paradise?” My description of it is that it is a
place where you run out of your generous supply
of film before it's time to leave; where at each
turn you have to stop to take that picture which
surely will launch your career with National
Geographic or at least reinforce your career as a
best family snap-shooter; where challenge is
constant and yet actual photographs exceed
your expectations; and where the surrounding
beauty reverberates with your inner perception
of it resulting in naturally excellent pictures.
Such is Yellowstone!
If you are into nature photography, this is
definitely the place to be. Seventy (70) thousand
geothermal features like geysers, mud pools, and
hot springs, along with just regular geographic
marvels like canyons, waterfalls, hoodoos,
boulders, petrified trees and terraces will cause
your lower jaw to drop and provide, at the same
time, lovely subjects for your photographs and
later interesting conversation pieces during your
vacation slideshow. If you are into wildlife
photography, tens of thousands of elk, a huge
herd of almost domesticated bison, some moose
and bears, and countless lesser creatures are
waiting to be photographed, just by you. If you
are into macro photography, this is where you
will be taking close-up pictures of nature
patterns (the origins of which no one will ever
recognize, like funny faces created by bubbles of
hot gases in mud pools).
No matter what your photographic interests are,
it is a pleasure to take pictures in Yellowstone.
It is both challenging and rewarding, and never
boring. It is challenging because you sometimes
find very difficult light conditions like the
ever-changing clouds of fog lit by the morning
sun, or dazzling white feathers of steaming hot
water, or an exploding geyser with a charcoaled

forest in the background. The surrounding
natural beauty will challenge you to record it
faithfully and accurately, not to lose the special
blue colour of the hot springs or to recreate in
your photo the same peaceful, and yet filled with
awe, feeling as you experienced when you were
there. This is challenging, you have to agree.
It is also highly rewarding because you are
immersed in natural wonders and no matter
where you point your camera there is always
something interesting to record, something
which will keep participants of your slideshow
awake and may even generate some questions.
It is also rewarding because it's easier to take
breathtaking pictures of beautiful things than
decent photos of ordinary objects, when you are
in a pretty fascinating spot filled with wonders.
Yellowstone is called "The Playground of
America." A couple of million visitors come here
between May and October each year so the
paradise is a little bit crowded. The distance to
the north-west comer of Yellowstone National
Park is only marginally longer than the distance
from Edmonton to Vancouver, so it is worthwhile
to go there even for a few days. It is quite a large
national park with a network of highways
crisscrossing it from north to south and from
west to east.
As is the usual case with national parks, parking
and roadside spots of interest are buzzing with
tourists, but take one of many back country trails
and you will soon be face-to-face with your
thoughts, undisturbed by others, looking for
wildlife, and admiring more natural beauty than
the one developed, prepared and organized by
National Park Services along the motor
highways. So plan to visit this photographic
paradise; and, by the way, in case you wonder,
this article of mine is in no part being sponsored
by the Yellowstone National Park.
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Photographic Society of America: Online Learning
by Fred Rushworth, IACC Member
There are several education offerings that are free
of charge to Photographic Society of America (PSA)
members. These courses are available via online
correspondence with one of several PSA instructors.
Some build on a basic understanding of your
camera function, while others are designed for the
more advanced photographers and a portfolio must
be submitted to qualify.

Last year, I started a course on available light
portraiture, but I let other projects divert me from
completing the projects on time. This is one course
that would have been helpful to take with one or
two other Club members, so we could arrange
models and share ideas.

The courses are all self-paced, but you must
complete the lessons within a six-month period.
A certain level of self-commitment is required to
stay the course. The instructors provide reading
assignments and I have received constructive
critique on my assignments. The instructors can also
be contacted throughout the process for questions
and discussion, if and when you need assistance.

Another course that I would really like to take is
Beyond the Rule of Thirds. In this course, the
student is challenged to pick a theme and plan a
series of photos on a theme with the goal of
creating an exhibit, a photo book or a slideshow.
I am drawn to this course, as I have many photos
that I have created over time, including those from
my event photography, but this would require me
to create a unified body of work on a theme created
just for this project.

I completed an Image Analysis course a couple of
years ago, which I found to be very helpful in
learning how to critique images by learning
different aspects of creating an interesting image.

For more information, please visit the PSA website
at http://www.psa-photo.org/index.php?educationonline-courses. You must be a PSA member to
take courses.

Photographic Society of America: Do You Want to Join?
“The Photographic Society of
America (PSA) is a worldwide
organization for anyone with
an interest in photography.
Founded in 1934, the Society
is for casual shutterbugs, serious amateurs, and
professional photographers. PSA has members
in over 70 countries.” © PSA website

Images Alberta Camera Club (IACC)
is a member of PSA, and each IACC
member may also join.

If you want to advance your photographic knowledge
and skill, PSA:
 offers online education programs, including
courses and study groups
 offers educational opportunities for image
analysis and critique (see article above)
 holds competitions
 provides online member image galleries
 provides a monthly PSA Journal
 offers discounts on photography-related
products and services
 provides opportunities for recognition of
photographic achievement and service
 holds an annual Conference (see page 6 of
this newsletter for details).
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Guest Speaker: Zoltan Kenwell
Alberta Aurora Photography–A Journey
into the Night
by Bill Trout, IACC Outings Chair

Zoltan Kenwell © Gilles Simard

At the February 12, 2015 Club meeting,
we had the wonderful opportunity
to welcome Zoltan Kenwell to give
us a presentation on Northern Lights
and Night Time photography. Since
I am an avid Northern Lights photographer,
I found his presentation to be very
entertaining and informative. Not only did he
showcase a lot of his work, he also gave us great
information on night time shooting, especially with
respect to personal safety.
To give you a quick background on Zoltan, he
specializes in Northern Lights photography and
time lapse videos. He has had many images
published, including in National Geographic.
As well, his images have been used in various ways,
including being placed on a custom MasterCard, and
as part of a background image package found on
the latest Apple operating systems.
Zoltan is probably the reason why I became
passionate about Northern Lights photography.
A few years ago, when I was on the Internet,
I came across one of Zoltan’s Aurora images and
was completely awestruck. More importantly,
I used to think you had to travel to Yellowknife,
Churchill or Iceland to get fantastic Aurora images;
and I was completely floored to find out that the
majority of his images were taken in the Edmonton
area. This inspired me to try and get some, and so
my obsession began.

© 2012 Bill Trout (taken while photographing with Zoltan) )

Back in April 2012, I had the fortunate luck to be out
photographing a great geomagnetic storm, and
Zoltan happened to come upon me just north of
Camrose. This was a truly exciting moment for me,
because it could be compared to a black and white
photographer coming across Ansell Adams in the
field. We hung out for a short time, and, in that
time, he gave a lot of advice. It was fantastic to see
him work. What is truly exciting for me is that if you
check out his website he has a time lapse video of
that night called, “Prairie Light.” It gives me goose
bumps every time I watch it because I was standing
right beside him when he took many of the images.
Check his website (www.infocusimagery.com/) to
read about him and his fantastic work. With Solar
maximum still in effect, I encourage everyone to try
to get some Northern Lights images. It is a truly
rewarding experience and every time I go out,
I almost always see something new and wonderful.
I go out often and anyone who wants to tag along
is more than welcome. The price is a large Timmie’s
on the way out of town.
Page 9
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Travel: Special Interest Group

What’s in Your
Travel
Camera Bag?

“The objective of the Travel Special Interest Group is to bring
together those who have a keen interest in travel photography,
whether the travel is to distant lands or within our own province
and country. Meetings include member presentations (e.g.,
Turkey, Nicaragua, Scotland, Galapagos Islands, Greece), outside
speakers, and opportunities for members to offer input and
helpful tips specific to certain locations or climates. Group
travel opportunities are also discussed. Meetings are scheduled
for the first Tuesday of the month (no meeting in December).
Send an e-mail to IACCTravelSIG@gmail.com if you would like
to be added to the mailing list.” © IACC website

By Vincent Morban, IACC Treasurer, Member of the Travel Special Interest Group
For the past few months, members of the Travel
Special Interest Group have been sharing “What’s
in Your Travel Camera Bag.” In January 2015,
I shared the following information.
My bag is a smaller Lowepro Slingshot 100 AW (see
above). It is padded, and has a rain proof cover,
three sections and a strap for a tripod. When it is
filled, it weighs a total of about 7 lbs (3.17 kgs).

I use mirrorless Olympus camera bodies and lenses,
which tend to be small. They are weather/water
sealed. I have 2 bodies, the current model (OM-D E-M1,
photo below), and the Panasonic GF1 as a back up.
On occasion, I use both cameras simultaneously.

©http://www.getolympus.com/ca/en/e-m1.html

I have six lenses and I can carry five comfortably in
the bag. The f2.8 12-40 Pro lens from Olympus is
very, very good and my ‘walk around’ lens. With a
2x crop factor it covers wide angle to portrait. As
well, I program an Fn key for 2x digital zoom, so
effectively the range of the lens is a very good
12-160. I don’t normally use flash, so instead
I carry some fast sharp primes (f1.8 Oly 45 and
Oly 75; Pany 20 @ f1.7). The digital zoom works
on all the lenses.

I also carry:
 a universal charger
 international plug adapter
 a small kit flash
 polarizers for every lens and container
 extra cards
 USB storage key
 lens cleaner(s)
 remote wireless release
 body caps and lens caps
 small tripod/beanbag.
I use a laptop computer for everything travel related,
including downloading and processing images.

See next page for general travel photography tips ….
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General Travel Photography Tips
















Beat the rush
Use weather proof equipment
Don’t pack camera equipment in
checked baggage
Don’t leave equipment unattended
Don’t pack camera body with lens
attached
Keep battery on hand for security
search
Don’t carry batteries together
Don’t carry battery in camera when
not in use
Bring only lenses you need;
i.e., zoom, macro, wide angle,
telephoto, standard
Take lens cleaning kit
Take pictures of your ID
Take pictures of equipment and
serial numbers
Take pictures of street signs and
landmarks
Back up data regularly

“On the Waterfront” © Vincent Morban

Taking Good Travel ‘Pics’





















Keep notes
Use a tripod
Change angles
Place people well for scale or
human interest
Get close/fill the frame
Try panoramas (sometimes better
than wide angle)
Shoot landscapes with wide angle
Shoot cities at night
Play with HDR (some subjects lend
themselves to HDR)
Get great silhouettes at sunset
Use high ISO to get faster shutter
speeds; e.g. birds in flight
Use larger apertures to get cleaner
backgrounds, less distractions
Keep an eye on the histogram
Shoot ‘Live View’
Know metering modes
Use fill-in flash, when necessary
Get the white balance right
Shoot RAW
Shoot aperture

“Norwegian Fjords” © Vincent Morban

“Leaving on a Jet Plane” © Vincent Morban
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Member Showcase: Wendy Royer
Learning through Collections
by Heather Kuchma, IACC Program Chair
On Thursday, February 12, 2015, when
nature, of transportation, of the rural situation and
Wendy Royer shared her showcase of four
of the disintegrating buildings, but for Wendy the
collections from a trip to Cuba, her goal was to
people were vibrant and this created some
emphasize how viewing a group of images is far
discord for her.
more interesting and it
Wendy’s second
provides a much stronger
collection, Street
Wendy (in Cuba)
educational opportunity to
Scenes, focuses on
the photographer. In her
shooting Cuban people
words, “We often hear it
in context. The images
said that ‘a picture is worth
ranged from people
a thousand words,’ but
standing on the streets
unless you have been
(often outside of their
there, how many people
homes and at times
can tell where an image is
talking with others or
from? It is not worth a
simply observing their
thousand words–a short
surroundings), children
sentence at best. Some
playing, people using
images do stand by
and fixing various modes of transportation, and
themselves, but most often a group of images will
people buying and selling food. The idea was that
tell the story better than a single image.”
by sharing several images, the context of
Wendy described her first collection of images as a
“neighbourhood” would be better captured and
series of “snapshots of images that caught my eye
the viewer would get a much stronger picture of
while in Cuba.” Each image had appeal and context
Havana. Wendy’s concluding comment for this
to Wendy, but the viewer wouldn’t have that to
section was that, “because the streets are busy,
build on–so there is no emotional connection.
having focus and simplifying the image, whenever
To the viewer, some images were of a political
possible, are important.”

“In street
photography you
can’t often retake
the shot, so watching
becomes critical.”
(left photo)

“I tried to shoot
the Cuban people
where they lived,
played and earned
their living.”
(right photo)
© Wendy Royer

Continued on the next page ...
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Wendy Royer (continued)
“I noted that people
often stood behind
bars and were
watching. At first I was
perturbed by this, but
I began to recognize
that I also had to
watch closely, wait for
the moment, and
then I would see their
joy, so I was able to
get better images; for
example, framing the
face with the bars.”
© Wendy Royer

Wendy started off her third collection, Street
Portraits, by saying that, “Although the streets were
extremely interesting for me, I constantly saw
images I liked, and what worked well was that the
people were willing to be photographed. I am
interested in people.” While capturing the
individuals, Wendy also took the time to consider
the other elements to help make a stronger image,
such as the use of colour and lines to frame an
individual, lighting and backgrounds. Through this
experience, Wendy also learned the value of
engaging with the individuals before taking the
shot, as the connection enhanced the strength of
the images.

“Sometimes it was simply the
uniqueness of the individual that
I wanted to capture.”
© Wendy Royer

The final collection was Personal Portrayal. Wendy
illustrated how a photographer can narrow the
focus even further and allow great opportunity for
the character of an individual to be captured and
reflected upon.
Wendy concluded her presentation with the
following three points: 1) it is a good idea to have
one or more ongoing projects because this allows
for purposeful shooting; 2) shooting anything a
number of times allows you to compare and
self-reflect; and 3) there is strength of impact from
multiple images with a common thread.

“Street Portraits: The faces, the
lighting, and the setting—there
were times it all came together.”
© Wendy Royer
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Outing: IACC Has Gone to the Dogs!
by Colleen Sayer, IACC Member

© Colleen Sayer (photos above and below)

Never fear! The Club has
not fallen into a state of utter
chaos! Rather, several
members headed south on the
Valentine’s Day weekend to
take in the annual Pigeon Lake
Classic Sled Dog Races. While
the inclement weather and
less-than-perfect road
conditions put a damper on
the planned Club outing
for Saturday, a few hearty
souls gave it a go on
Sunday. Travel was much less
adventurous and the weather
cooperated for a most
pleasant day of shooting.
This event consists of a
number of categories,
including four-dog, six-dog,
and eight-dog sled races, a
two-dog junior event, and
skijoring (running the dogs on
skis instead of a sled).

© Colleen Sayer (photos above and below)

It was an opportunity to get
up close and personal with the
dogs and mushers, prior to
and after the races, and to
capture them as they were
leaping, barking and chomping
at the bit at the start, and then
as they crossed the finish line,
tongues lolling after giving it
their all on the course.

Top photo © Carol Rusinek
Bottom photo: “Skijoring”
© Carol Rusinek

The event is very
photographer friendly, with
many opportunities to catch
both the dogs and the
mushers in action—at the
start, on the course, and at
the finish. As well, the
mushers invite interaction
with the dogs in between
races, provided you use
common sense.

© Colleen Sayer

“A day well-spent tromping through the snow
in the fresh air and sunshine, which left this
photographer—dare I say it— dog-tired!!”

©

Continued on the next page ...
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Outing: IACC Has Gone to the Dogs! (continued)

© Anne Pellatt

© Anne Pellatt

© Anne Pellatt

© Colleen Sayer

© Anne Pellatt

“Final Stretch” © Diane Fuson

© Anne Pellatt
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Abstract: Special Interest Group
by Ron Ross, I ACC Special Interest Group Chair,
Member of the Abstract Special Interest Group
Abstract photography is both like and unlike
other forms of abstract art. Like all forms of
abstract art, it attempts to reach beyond content
and technique. Instead, abstraction emphasizes
effect through compositions of shapes, spaces,
lines, colours, textures and tones.
In most forms of abstract art, abstraction is
created without reference to external reality.
A painter may work with blobs, slashes, splashes
and areas of paint; a sculptor can create shapes
and tones based purely on material. In contrast,
in abstract photography we most often work by
'abstracting' our compositions from external
reality. We seek to find, isolate, and emphasize
our vision through recognizable photographic
approaches. Pattern, texture, shape, line, colour,
and so on, is emphasized by familiar skills,
such as control of framing, tonality, sharpness,
and contrast. Unlike most other works of abstract
art, much abstract photography is extremely
technical, and often merges abstraction
with hyper-realism.
The IACC Abstract Special Interest Group meets
roughly once every six weeks during the Club
year (September to May), most often on
a Wednesday night. Normally, each member
brings images (digital or printed) which form
the basis of a critique and discussion session.
These conversations range widely, from detailed
technical issues to questions of emotional
reactions and visual impacts to choice of
equipment. I always leave these meetings
inspired to improve both my abstract work,
and my non-abstract photography.
If you wish to join this group or have any
questions, please contact the SIG administrator
at sig@imagesalberta.ca.
Top Photo: “Reflections” © Carol Rusinek
Bottom Photo: “Bleed” © Calvin Binnema
Continued on the next page ...
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Abstract Special Interest Group (continued)

© Rae Emogene
© Ronald Ross

“The View” © Karen Albert

“Shadow” © Sheila Holzer

“Flowers” © Jim Ainslie

© Chan Hawkins

“Abstract photography is
extremely technical, and
often merges abstraction
with hyper-realism.”

“Taffy Pull” © Donna Simpson
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Time for Buttons: Light Box & Flat Bed Scanner Photography Workshop
by Al Rempel, IACC New Member
IACC Member Jim Ainslie hosted two separate
Light Box and Flat Bed Scanner Photography
Workshops on January 31 and February 1, 2015.
I’m glad I joined Jim Ainslie on January 31 for
this workshop! After joining IACC last September,
I am still in awe of how willing and enthusiastic
the members are about sharing and showing!
We started with our first exposure to Jim’s light
box work area, which is in a large basement.
It is full of boxes of a selection of materials, such
as grasses, weeds and flowers (available as dried,
plastic or fresh), seashells and glass vases.
Light tables were set up with lots of work space.
And then we were on our own, wandering
amongst all these potential materials to derive
the best photo ever. I was ‘crying’ for a flash of
genius that would convert a few selected items
into a photo that perhaps only I would like (see
photos below © Al Rempel).

We all set up our tripods and played with our
settings until we got them just right. (Plus,
casually walking amongst the others in search of
new ideas when your originality faded away.)
Then it was time for my turn on the scanner.
We all have scanners at home, but they sit on the
shelf with the picture you scanned two years
before and then couldn’t find. Now we are into a
world of marbles, watch faces, glass fish and
buttons—WOW!
So the creative juices flow again, and we carefully
lay out our potential masterpiece on the scanner
glass with the ultimate precision—or, in my case,
with total randomness. Let them fall where
they may, and let them be scanned. A few
modifications after the pre-scan to correct the
obvious, and another miracle unfolds.

What a workshop! A shot of inspiration
that takes us away from the norm,
and leads us into a whole new world.
Thanks Jim!

“I am still in awe of how willing
and enthusiastic the members
are about sharing and showing!”
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My Addiction: Light Boxes & Scanners
by Barbara Morban, IACC Newsletter Editor

© Barbara Morban
Top Left: Cascading Orchids (Light box)
Middle: Orange Tops (Scanner)
Top Right: Carnations (Light box)
Bottom Right: Six (Light box and
Photoshop)

My husband, Vincent, and I attended the
February 1, 2015 Light Box and Flat Bed Scanner
Photography Workshop.
Jim Ainslie was our host. He is a soft-spoken,
inspiring photographer whose work speaks for itself.
We had the opportunity to look at some of his
images, and it came as no surprise that so many of
his photographs are award winning.
Jim explained how the process works when using
the light box. In no time, we went downstairs and
started our four creative hours of photography,
which may sound like a lot of time but we were so
engrossed that it just flew by. Luckily, there were
five participants and five light boxes.

We took turns using the scanner (which was
upstairs), while benefiting from Jim’s explanations
about the editing techniques he uses on the scanner
images and about how to load the images on to the
computer. It was scary to see how quickly the
dust accumulated and was magnified on the
scanner glass.

Once I returned home, I was thrilled to see that
some of my images turned out, and I immediately
concluded that my addiction had officially begun.
Since Vincent was also at the workshop, it took no
convincing at all to go and buy a light box. We are
setting it up in our home and will enjoy the wonders
of this photography.
Many thanks to Jim for an unforgettable experience.
If the workshop is offered again, I strongly
encourage you to take it!
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COMPETITION WINNERS: February 2015
CLOSE-UP Digital
“Phosphorescence”
© Gord Bosker, 1st Place

“In Harmony”
© Grace Borun, 2nd Place

“Splash” © Kirby Price, 3rd Place

“Red Curves” © Linda Treleaven,
3rd Place

“Cherry” © Quincey Deters, 3rd Place
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COMPETITION WINNERS: February 2015
CLOSE-UP Unlimited Print

“Golden” © Ronald Ross, 1st Place

“Carnivorous Beauty” © Alan Andrews, 2nd Place

“Soft and Tickly” © Bill Vanden Born, 3rd Place
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COMPETITION WINNERS: February 2015
CLOSE-UP Limited Colour Print

“Purple Crossing” © Bill Vanden Born, 1st Place

“Enchanted Prince” © David Aldana, 2nd Place

“Royal Flush” © Gord Bosker, 3rd Place
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COMPETITION WINNERS: February 2015
CLOSE-UP Unlimited Black and White

“Feather Abstract” © Linda Trealeaven, 1st Place

“Played with Fire” © Kirby Price,

3rd Place

“Thorns” © Alan Andrews, 2nd Place
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COMPETITION WINNERS: February 2015
OPEN Unlimited Print

“Rope Abstract”
© Linda Treleaven, 1st Place

“Don’t Fence Me In”
© Roxy Hastings, 2nd Place

“Lightships”
© Gilles Simard, 3rd Place
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For Sale: Camera and Equipment

All equipment has been given tender loving care (TLC) and is in
excellent condition. Please phone Carol Rusinek at 780.434.0456
if you are interested.
Canon 50D body – includes 3 batteries, charger, and remote ($400)
Canon Rebel XTi body – includes 4 batteries, charger and remote ($275)
Canon flash - 580EX speedlite ($375)
Canon flash - 540EZ speedlite ($275)
Canon 18-135 f3.5-5.6 IS ($375)
Canon 70-200 f2.8 L series ($1200)
Canon 100-400 f4.5-5.6 L series IS ($1400)
Tamron Macro for Canon 90mm 1:2.8 ($350)
Sigma for Canon 18-200 f3.5-6.3 IS ($350)
SanDisk Extreme Compact Flash Cards:
2 – 16GB ($100)
1 – 8GB ($40)
2 – 2GB ($30)
3 – 1GB ($20)

A Little Humour ….
The Camera or the
Photographer

A photographer was invited to
dinner with friends and took along
a few of his prize photographs to
show the hostess. She looked at
the photos and commented,
“These are very good! You must
have a very good camera!”

He didn’t make any comments, but
as he was leaving at the end of the
evening, he said, “That was a really
delicious meal! You must have some
very good pots.”
Reprinted, with permission, from Imagery,
January 2003 27(4)
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OUTING: I C E on Whyte
by Barbara Morban, IACC Newsletter Editor
ICE on Whyte is a Winter Festival that is going strong
in Edmonton.
This year, the Festival was held from January 23 to
February 1, 2015. One would think that, by now,
Edmontonians would be prepared for any kind of
weather. During the last few winter months we have
gone from freezing, bitter cold of around -30° C to a
somewhat balmy existence of about 0 to 5° C.
For ICE on Whyte to be successful, Alberta’s typical
sunny, but cold winter days provide ideal conditions.
Unfortunately, for most of the 10 days, the weather was
mild and the ice carvers were struggling. I believe many
called it, “Slush on Whyte.” Regardless, some IACC
members went to the outing on January 24 and other
members went on their own. It is wonderful to see the
different focus that IACC photographers took while
enjoying the fun at the Festival.

© Steve Ricketts

Fedor Markov and Steve Buzak (above)

“The ice comes from Ice Culture near
Mississauga, Ontario. It is one of very few
carving ice manufacturing plants in
Canada. Three 3-semi loads of ice were
used. That’s over 500 blocks of ice,
70,200 kgs or nearly 155,000 lbs of ice.”

© Heather Kuchma
Top: “Staff Meeting”
Middle: “Post Meeting”
Bottom: “Path of Tundra” (finished)

© www.iceonwhyte.ca/
Continued on the next page ...
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Outing: ICE on Whyte (continued)

“Carving ice is made
by a special process
that freezes from the
bottom up, so it’s
perfectly clear.”
© www.iceonwhyte.ca/

All photos on this page © Fred Rushworth
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A Gift to Myself: Sony Alpha QX1 Review
By David Aldana, IACC President
Robert Capa famously said that, “if your pictures are
not good enough, you are not close enough.”

Being able to use a variety of lenses adds to the
flexibility of the device.

Well, what if ‘you’ are not close
enough, but your ‘camera’ is?
Would that work for Mr. Capa?
When I first learned about
the Sony Alpha QX1, I knew
http://www.imaging-resource.com/
I had an answer for that.
PRODS/sony-qx1/sony-qx1A.HTM

I will leave the detailed technical results to more
tech-savvy reviewers and just talk about my
real-life experiences with this camera. To use it,
turn the QX1 on, and then on your smart phone
you will see the device on the list of available WiFi
networks. Select it so that your phone and your
camera connect. Once paired, run Sony’s “Play
Memories” application and, after confirming the
connection, voilá, what the camera “sees” appears
on your phone’s screen. From there, adjust the
camera settings, tap where you want the focus to
be, and shoot. The images are saved to the
camera’s micro-SD card, to your phone (at a
reduced size), or to both.

My imagination about new photographic
possibilities ran wild and, despite mixed online
reviews, I bit the bullet and got myself one as a
Christmas present.
The QX1 is an interchangeable lens, mirrorless
camera, with a 20.1 megapixels APS-C sensor (the
size found on most non-full frame DSLRs), a built-in
flash, and ISO in the 100-16000 range. It is capable
of shooting up to 3.5 frames per second, is powered
by a rechargeable battery and stores images using a
micro-SD card. Except for the ISO range, those specs
are relatively standard for today’s equipment and
are nothing special. However, the QX1 fits in the
palm of your hand, does not have a viewfinder nor
an LCD screen, and the controls are limited to a
few buttons to turn it on, release the flash and
the shutter.
Yes, you read it—it does NOT have a viewfinder or
screen. Instead, it communicates to your smart
phone or tablet wirelessly through WiFi. All the
camera controls are included in an application you
run on your phone that allow you to set aperture,
speed, ISO, shooting mode, timer, zoom and other
parameters, and to select the focus point by simply
tapping on the touchscreen. While the camera
comes with an adaptor to attach it to your
smartphone, resulting in a “traditional” form factor,
the real value of the QX1 is the possibility to place
it anywhere and control it remotely through
your phone.

I first used the QX1 with a Sony 30mm macro lens
and the results were spectacular. I was able to focus
at less than one inch from the subject, in very low
light situations that forced me to crank the ISO up
to 5000, and ended up with amazing images that
would have been very difficult, if not impossible, to
make with bulkier equipment. I put the camera on
my home plant’s pot, inside a flower bouquet, and
inside a seashell … it was just too much fun trying
things. I even put the camera inside a water-proof
container and threw it on a pond full of fish. That
experiment proved to be as challenging as it was
fun, since the enclosure was not professional-grade
(it is intended for small phones only), the pond was
poorly lit and the fish were moving all the time.
Even then, I ended up with a few interesting images
that would have been impossible to make any other
way (see photos on the next page).
I tried the camera with a zoom lens (18–105 mm)
and placed it in locations high above or down below
my subject, controlling the zoom remotely. The
results were images with a very unique
point of view.
Continued on the next page ...
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SONY Alpha QX1 Review (continued)
Armed with a 16–50 mm lens, I visited some friends
who have ‘hard-to-take kids’ (they disappear or
misbehave the moment a camera is in sight). I placed
the QX1 strategically and pretended I was texting on my
phone, while in reality I was snapping pictures of the
family in very candid, natural poses and situations.
Although the kids felt a little betrayed, my friends were
very happy with the results.
While the camera is perfect to produce images with
special perspectives, I wouldn’t recommend it for fast
sports or photojournalism purposes. Some time is
required to pair the camera and the smart phone, run
the application, and get things fired up. I also
experienced loss of connectivity a couple of times,
slowing the process down a bit. If you need to capture
an image in an instant, you will probably be better off
with a traditional camera that can be ready as soon as
the power switch is on.
The QX1 can take pictures in JPEG or RAW format;
it can also take full 1080p HD video, has a built-in
microphone, has a tripod thread on the bottom, and
is compatible with all Sony E-mount lenses.
Remote-controlled cameras are certainly nothing new,
but up until now, there was a compromise between
equipment size (portability) and image quality.
The QX1 breaks that paradigm and opens up a whole
new world of photographic possibilities. I’m sure
Robert Capa would have been excited about it.
Special thanks to
Raneeta Savich, from
Sony Canada, for providing
some of the equipment used
for this review.

All photos on this page were taken with the
Sony Alpha QX1 © David Aldana
PROS: Remote control from a smart phone;
form factor; interchangeable lenses; excellent
image quality; great low light performance.
CONS: Slow start time; unstable connection in
some situations; lack of manual mode (auto,
programmable, speed priority and aperture
priority available).
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Small but Not a Lightweight: The OM-D E-M1
by Vincent Morban, IACC Treasurer
My camera has been used at -20 below at Club
outings (e.g., Devonian Gardens, Ukrainian
Cultural Heritage Village), in the pouring rain in
Banff, and in the blowing dust at Aldon’s Auto
Salvage Yard. It did not miss a beat. That’s
because the body and most of the lenses I use
are weather, dust and ‘freeze’ proof.
No mirror and the in-body image stabilization
means smaller and less expensive lenses and
a lighter body. My whole kit of two bodies plus
five lenses plus miscellaneous paraphernalia
weighs just 7 lbs (3.17 kgs). It may be small
but it is not a lightweight!
Autofocusing is easy using either the adjustable
LCD screen or the electronic viewfinder. A neat
feature: touch the LCD screen where you want to
focus and take your picture. The camera focuses
on the spot you touched and takes the picture;
or autofocus the traditional way using the green
box and press the button.
You can also move seamlessly from LCD screen
to viewfinder. The viewfinder detects your eye
at the viewfinder and turns down the LCD
display. Your menu stays with you, whichever
one you use.
Switching from autofocus to manual focus is
as easy as sliding the focusing ring on the
lens forward and turning it. No shifting
between menus.
Manual focus is made easier by focus peaking.
When you are in focus the edges of your
intended subject light up whether you are using
the viewfinder or the LCD screen. I have found
it particularly useful in close-up/macro work, in
low light and when shooting in bright sunlight.
Do you hate the guess work in low light
photography? Then try live bulb or live time—
yes ‘live view.’ You can watch your image appear
on your screen or viewfinder and turn off the
exposure when you think it is ready.

“Down to the Wire” © Vincent Morban

Due to the absence of a mirror, it is possible to
shoot continuously at 10 frames per second.
I tried it at the horse races and the rodeo and was
pleased with the results.
If you don’t like the location/arrangement of the
various functions, re-program them so you can
shoot the way you want.

Worried about lens selection? It can use a
relatively wide range of interchangeable lenses,
including Panasonic micro 4/3, legacy Olympus
OM lenses and Olympus 4/3 lenses. The prime
and pro-grade lenses are excellent.
If you don’t want to shoot manual or want some
special effects, there are a large variety of
exposure and scene modes useful to beginners
and advanced amateurs alike.

For photographers tired of carrying
around heavy camera equipment
(e.g., 30 lbs /13.7 kgs), this ‘lightweight’
is an excellent option!
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CAPA 2015 Conference

This year’s Canadian Association for Photographic Arts (CAPA) Photo Expo in Vancouver features
Brenda Tharp and Joel Grimes as the keynote speakers. Brenda Tharp is a landscape and travel
photographer, while Joel Grimes works more in advertising and portrait photography. There will be
several field trips, including trips to Victoria and Tofino, Aerial Photography, a trip to a fishing village,
a model shoot and much more. In total, there will be 30 presentations and workshops by
11 photographers exploring diverse areas of photography. © Robert Royer, IACC Social Chair
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Executive 2014—2015
President: David Aldana
president@imagesalberta.ca
Vice-President: Steve Ricketts
vice-president@imagesalberta.ca
Secretary: Heather Spratt
secretary@imagesalberta.ca
Treasurer: Vincent Morban

Essential Ingredients
IACC NEWSLETTER: Please submit articles and
photographs to: imagery@imagesalberta.ca.
DEADLINE for the APRIL edition is April 1, 2015.

IACC WEBSITE: Members are encouraged to
submit samples of their work for the website at
webmaster@imagesalberta.ca.

treasurer@imagesalberta.ca

Standing Committee Chairs

IACC FACEBOOK: Join us on Facebook and

Competitions: Larry Holland

receive the latest news on upcoming events:
http://www.facebook.com/groups/imagesalberta/.

competitions@imagesalberta.ca
Membership: Linda Treleaven
memberships@imagesalberta.ca
Program: Heather Kuchma
program@imagesalberta.ca

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIPS:
Canadian Association for
Photographic Arts (CAPA)
www.capacanada.ca

Outings: Bill Trout
outings@imagesalberta.ca
Workshops: Steve Ricketts
workshops@imagesalberta.ca
Social: Robert (Bob) Royer
social@imagesalberta.ca
Historian: Mufty Mathewson
historian@imagesalberta.ca
Equipment: Steve Sutphen
equipment@imagesalberta.ca
Webmaster: Barry Headrick
webmaster@imagesalberta.ca
Special Interest Groups: Ronald Ross
sig@imagesalberta.ca

Photographic Society of
America (PSA)
www.psa-photo.org

CLUB MEETINGS: Held at 7:30 p.m. on the
2nd and 4th Thursday of every month from
September to May (except in December:
2nd Thursday only). Location: Pleasantview
Community Hall: 10860–57 Avenue, Edmonton, AB.
Visitors are welcome to attend two meetings to
determine if they wish to join the Club. You must
be a member to attend outings and workshops
and/or to participate in competitions and
special interest groups.

Newsletter Editor: Barbara Morban
imagery@imagesalberta.ca
Gilles Simard (Assistant Editor)

NEW MAILING ADDRESS: Images Alberta
Camera Club PO Box 29015, Pleasantview PO,
Edmonton, AB T6H 5Z6

WEBSITE ADDRESS: http://www.imagesalberta.ca/
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